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Knowledge Coproduction 

The process of producing usable, or 
actionable, science through collaboration 

between scientists and those who use 
science to make policy and management 

decisions.

Meadow, A., Ferguson, D., Guido, Z., Horangic, A., Owen, G., and T. Wall, 
2015. Moving toward the Deliberate Coproduction of Climate Science 
Knowledge. Weather, Climate, and Society, 7, 179–191.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A recent review of knowledge coproduction defined it as…



Knowledge Coproduction 
Foundations

• Apply at any scale
• Stakeholder driven process
• Unites managers and researchers
• Highly collaborative
• Long-term, iterative, in-person
• Shifting human behavior: local, present, and 

personal (values, trust)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Stakeholders can be policy professionals, cultural practitioners, natural resource managers. We refer to all of these when we say “managers”



Locate
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Listen Process

Expand local 
Knowledge NetworksLocate Researchers

Produce Actionable 
Science Products

Knowledge Coproduction Process
University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo



4 Current Graduate Research Projects

Impacts of climate change on loko iʻa 
(traditional fishpond) management



Climate driven shifts in Staphylococcus 
aureus and MRSA in near shore waters



Invasive Albizia as a solution for climate 
change mitigation and sustainable agriculture



Estimating coastal erosion rates on 
Hawaiʻi Island to inform county setbacks



collaboration across worldviews
UH Hilo Manager Climate Corps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is not our ideas that drive our behavior and define our adaptive capacities. Rather our experiences (intuitions, instinct, emotion), particularly experiences in collaboration with others.Not about finishing first or best athletes; about working as one and putting in the extra time for rigging (time shared in person to help/support others) to build trust and understanding of how to build upon one-anothers’ strengthsIt isn’t about specific outputs whether they race results, publications, a specific technology or tool, or even this presentation. It is about being involved in the process; working together to build strong long-term relationships. Establishing resilient rigging for your waa and continually new rigging techniques to conditions. It is about being there in person and participating in the process. 



Knowledge Networks

• Local Networks: Build upon existing professional networks 
embedded within specific landscapes/seascapes

• Goal: Build collaborative manager and research networks to 
increase communities’ capacities to adapt to change

• Outcome: Entrance point to shift science and society
• Move beyond technical problem solving to address complex challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we add cutting edge technology and research networks  to these placed-based, collaborative experiences...we profoundly increase our adaptive capacitySuch that extensive lineages of human experiences in specific locations are incorporated into the science pathway.Uniting diverse worldviews and diverse experiences has been a major component of human adaptation for millenniaReturning to our adaptive roots (#2) 



Manager Climate Corps
University of Hawaiʻi

http://hilo.hawaii.edu/picsc/

http://hilo.hawaii.edu/picsc/
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